
Lowering Prices of Smart Motorized Blinds Are
Making it More Popular

Custom Blinds & Shades

Smart motorized blinds are becoming

more affordable due to standardization

and increased production, driving the

trend of smart homes.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, June 19, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The prices of

smart motorized blinds have recently

decreased significantly, making them more affordable and boosting the trend of smart homes.

As these advanced window treatments become cheaper, more households are integrating them

to enhance home convenience and intelligence.

At Smart Blind Shop, we

believe everyone should

have the opportunity to

upgrade their home with

smart technology, as it can

quickly pay for itself through

significant savings on energy

bills”

Pat Bajwa, General Manager

The primary reason for the price reduction is the

standardization of communication protocols such as

Matter and Zigbee. These standards simplify the

manufacturing process, allowing motors to be compatible

with popular voice assistants and smart home hubs like

Amazon Alexa, Google Home, and Apple HomeKit. This has

lowered production costs, enabling companies to offer

smart blinds at reduced prices. Additionally, the increasing

adoption of smart home technology has led to higher sales

volumes, further decreasing the cost per unit and making

smart motorized blinds more accessible.

Smart motorized blinds offer numerous practical benefits beyond luxury. They can be controlled

remotely through smartphone apps, voice commands, or automated schedules. For instance,

they can adjust based on user-defined preferences or environmental conditions, such as time of

day or weather changes.

One significant advantage of smart motorized blinds is their potential for energy savings and

utility bill reduction. These blinds can be programmed to open and close based on various

factors, such as time of day, weather conditions, or occupancy. During hot summer days, they

can close to keep homes cooler, reducing the need for air conditioning. In winter, they can open
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to let in sunlight and naturally warm

the home.

Smart Blind Shop offers honeycomb

blinds as one of the popular blind

types known for their high R-value,

which measures insulation

effectiveness. Honeycomb blinds have

a unique design that traps air, creating

an insulating barrier that helps

maintain a comfortable home

temperature year-round, leading to

additional energy savings. Studies

indicate that smart blinds can

significantly reduce energy

consumption. When integrated with

other smart home devices like

thermostats and lighting systems, they

contribute to a more energy-efficient

home, saving money and reducing

carbon footprints.

Recognizing the growing demand for smart home solutions, Smart Blind Shop is dedicated to

making smart motorized blinds affordable for all. By reducing prices and offering attractive

deals, Smart Blind Shop ensures that more households can benefit from smart technology

without incurring high costs. “At Smart Blind Shop, we believe everyone should have the

opportunity to upgrade their home with smart technology, as it can quickly pay for itself through

significant savings on energy bills” said Pat Bajwa, General Manager at Smart Blind Shop. “Our

goal is to provide high-quality, affordable smart blinds that simplify life and help customers save

on energy bills.”

Smart Blind Shop also offers professional installation services. Interior design experts provide

window treatment consultations to help select the best options for each home. They measure

and install custom blinds to ensure a perfect fit and aesthetically pleasing result. To assist

customers in making informed decisions, Smart Blind Shop provides free consultations, helping

homeowners understand the various options available, how smart blinds can be integrated into

their homes, and the potential energy savings.

Smartblindshop.com is running summer promotions, and windows can be upgraded to smart

blinds starting at $299 per window. Book a Free Consultation Today.

Pat Bajwa

Smart Blind Shop
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